So what is in BREAK FREE?
Whenever you read about oxalate affected horses you read a lot about calcium. The
traditional approach has been to bombard the horse with well in excess of the
recommended levels of calcium in order to overwhelm the apparently difficult to absorb
calcium oxalate.
EquiFeast’s approach is not to add calcium supplements – in fact we generally take them
away. And we feed a supplement that DOES NOT PROVIDE CALCIUM TO THE ANIMAL.
Confusingly this stuff is called chelated calcium and some people will tell you that
chelated calcium is better absorbed than limestone. I have no idea if that is true. I have
never trusted the experiments that try to measure such things as they are far too easy to
rig which is why some nutritionists agree and disagree about the bioavailability of
chelates.
But it doesn’t actually matter because the various forms of chelated calcium molecules
that exist are very stable. That means that they hold on to their calcium very tightly. More
tightly indeed than calcium oxalate (which is also a chelated form of calcium but a bad
one). So chelated calcium doesn’t work by providing calcium but it does seem to work by
getting calcium signalling working as nature intended.
Chelated calcium molecules are a normal and natural component of the blood of animals.
They are clearly measured and regulated by the body which supports the notion that they
have important work to do. There are channels and pumps inside cells that manage
chelated calcium and move them around and those channels (called VDACs) are located at
specific points where calcium is removed from the cell – a crucial job in relaxing muscle
cells and turning other cells off).
So supplementing ENOUGH chelated calcium restarts calcium signalling processes all over
the horse’s body promoting health, wellbeing and excellent performance.
The chelated calcium used in BREAK FREE is protected by an Australian patent. So no
other product (whatever it may claim) is even slightly similar to BREAK FREE. Indeed no
other product has anywhere near as much chelated calcium as BREAK FREE.
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Calcium signalling
In 2013 Thomas C. Südhof of Stanford University was awarded the Nobel Prize for his
contribution to identifying the role of calcium in switching cells off and on and
transporting chemicals inside and between cells. Though starting in neuroscience we now
know that calcium signalling is occurring in almost every cell in animals’ bodies. So when
it goes wrong the effects are seen all over the place. And that is what we see with oxalate
affected horses.
So here is a grossly oversimplified explanation of calcium signalling using a nerve cell as an
example.
In this diagram the inside of the cell is a virtually calcium free zone. In fact we expend a
huge amount of energy constantly pumping calcium out of our cells. When we need to
create a nerve impulse a little burst of calcium is pumped in and that flicks the “switches”
that create the nerve impulse.

When the impulse gets to the end of the nerve cell another calcium signalling process is
initiated. This time it causes the release of a chemical messenger (called a
neurotransmitter). That neurotransmitter moves to the next nerve cell and initiates
activity there too. That activity involves again pumping calcium into the cell and initiating
the next nerve impulse.
One of the really elegant things about this system is that some of the calcium receptors
(switches) are on the pumps that pump the calcium back out again. This way calcium
signalling is involved in both switching the cell on and switching it off again. A few of you
will have read that magnesium has a role in this. I am afraid that the modern
understanding of calcium signalling shows that hypothesis from the 1970s was and still is
wrong.

Symptoms of failures in calcium signalling occur even when blood tests show that the
blood and fluids that surround the cells still contain plenty of calcium. In other words the
horse shows loads of non-bone symptoms even when there is still plenty of calcium
surrounding the cells. And the evidence suggests that, not surprisingly, adding more
calcium to the diet does not have any effect on these horses. I will return to this issue.
This use of calcium to switch things on occurs all over the cell. Here is a list of the major
effects that calcium signalling has:
•

Initiation and cessation of nerve impulses

•

Contraction and relaxation of muscles

•

Release of sex hormones (implications for mare and stallion behaviour)

•

Release of other hormones (impacts on metabolic diseases and laminitis)

•

Release of stomach acid (implications for ulcers)

•

Release of sweat (some horse over-sweat and some don’t sweat at all)

•

Regulation of calcium in the bloodstream

•

Development and remodelling of bones and teeth

•

Release of the structural material in tendons, ligaments and in joints (collagen)

•

Release of the structural material in hoof horn and hair (keratin)

To a greater or lesser extent all these issues are faced by horses grazing oxalate pastures.
Scientists have been studying calcium signalling for about 20 years. We still have a lot to
learn. But one aspect I haven’t mentioned yet is the fact that there are actually stores of
calcium inside the cell too. These stores enable calcium signalling to operate all over the
place. And these stores are serviced by some big channels called VDACs that have some
remarkable characteristics. Most notably their ability to select and transport chelated
calcium molecules. Two other aspects of VDACs that are very interesting are their close
association with calcium storage in the cells and the fact that they are one of the most
common proteins in our body. So it is surprising that the amount of research on VDACs is
miniscule.
We believe (perhaps hope would be a better word) that VDACs will unlock the key to what
chelated calcium does within the cells. Just throw money and we can fund the research!
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